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Abstract

Background and objectives: Approaches to translating medical error information into effective interventions have not been well described. The Applied Strategies for Improving Patient Safety (ASIPS) Collaborative developed a mixed-methods approach to analyze medical errors to (1) develop an initial conceptual framework for depicting specific clinical processes at risk for error, (2) validate the framework through critical inquiry with clinicians and staff from participating practices and through concurrent analysis of malpractice insurance data, and (3) implement practice-specific quality improvement interventions to reduce medical errors. Methods: We identified two areas for possible practice-level intervention: laboratory errors and prescription errors. Expert panels of local stakeholders provided grounded input into the refinement of the frameworks and causal flows, resulting in the development of realistic “principles for process improvement” (PPIs) for developing flexible and locally relevant interventions. Results: The intervention for laboratory tests involved the use of a portable bar coding utility to support an electronic laboratory test tracking system. The prescription/medication interventions were based upon an electronic mechanism designed to ensure timely and accurate transmittal of prescription data from practices to pharmacies; incorporate important data elements such as the purpose/indication on each prescription; and develop timely, accurate, and accessible medication lists for the medical record. Conclusion: Using multiple data sources, locally developed and relevant quality improvement interventions to improve patient safety can be successfully implemented in primary care. However, a clear understanding of the processes that require change is essential to successfully address implementation challenges and put interventions into routine use.

Introduction

The ultimate aim of collecting and analyzing medical error data is to implement change that results in safer care.1 Safer care, in this sense, is the expected outcome of a series of linked efforts that allow health care professionals
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to practice in a manner that minimizes the harm that stems from the processes of health care delivery.²

To date, most efforts to translate medical error information into effective patient safety interventions have emerged from inpatient hospital systems, which, compared with ambulatory clinics, have extensive financial and personnel resources for quality improvement. This inpatient focus persists despite recent indications that errors in primary care may also have serious consequences.¹,³ Only a few studies have used medical error data to develop specific interventions to prevent patient injury in primary care.⁴-⁷ To address the knowledge deficit within primary care patient safety, a conference sponsored by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality and others was held in late 2000 to establish a research agenda for ambulatory patient safety. From this conference came a set of recommendations for improving ambulatory patient safety that included the need to strengthen processes and systems (including the use of health information technology) and improve practice culture by fostering teamwork and shared responsibility.⁸

To plan, implement, evaluate, and refine interventions designed to improve the quality, safety, efficiency, and effectiveness of health care, one can draw on numerous process improvement models available from the manufacturing industry. Some contemporary examples include Total Quality Management (TQM) and its health care analogue, Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI); Six Sigma; and Healthcare Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (HFMEA).⁹ Whether used singly or in combination, these models can be used to assess risks inherent to structured processes, to plan and implement internal solutions, and to refine and improve these solutions over time.¹⁰

One example of a project designed to translate information about ambulatory primary care medical errors into quality and safety improvement interventions is the Applied Strategies for Improving Patient Safety (ASIPS) project. This paper describes the interventions implemented by the ASIPS project and our process for developing those interventions.

**Methods**

ASIPS was a 3-year demonstration project funded by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. The core of the project was a reporting system that collected voluntarily reported medical errors from two primary care, practice-based research networks in Colorado, the Colorado Research Network (CaReNet) and the High Plains Research Network (HPRN).¹¹ We used the secondary analysis of events reported to two malpractice insurance carriers to corroborate our findings from the reporting system.

The common features of quality improvement (QI) models used in contemporary health care, as summarized by the Institute of Medicine,⁹ were central to the development of our interventions. These include:
• **A scientific approach**—ASIPS interventions and their refinement were *data driven*, in that they were based upon the analysis of errors reported from within the *contextual environment* of primary care practices.

• **A process focus**—ASIPS interventions were developed to address the *processes* within which errors occur at the practice level; processes were analyzed through observation, questioning, and the development of *process flow maps*.

• **A prevention orientation**—ASIPS interventions focused upon *reducing hazards* and *preventing errors before they occur*.

• **An interdisciplinary team approach**—ASIPS involved the active participation of *subject matter experts*; we worked with individuals in *various clinical practice roles* and depended upon practice level *teamwork* to develop the interventions.

Reports to the ASIPS system were coded using a detailed, process-oriented taxonomy that allowed for thorough documentation of the processes leading to errors.12–14 We analyzed encoded error data and the associated narratives, using mixed methods for the purpose of developing targeted quality and safety improvement interventions at the practice level.15 Based on these analyses, we focused on the development of interventions to improve specific practice functions that depended on (1) successful coordination and management mechanisms to communicate internally, (2) accurate transmission of information to outside organizations, and (3) integrity of systems to track and receive information from outside organizations. Once the general focus areas were established, we followed the processes outlined below to design useful, effective interventions.

**Assuring clinical practice relevance**

Two specific groups were convened to inform and advise ASIPS regarding intervention development, providing what Miles and Huberman16 call valid, evaluative judgments from subject matter experts.

**Clinical Steering Committee.** ASIPS was guided by a Clinical Steering Committee of 12 individuals, including 2 representatives of malpractice insurers, a health care regulator, a patient safety advisor, a pharmacist, and physicians, nurses, and administrative staff from the practices participating in ASIPS. The group met regularly to review data, direct additional study, and provide policy oversight.

**Learning Groups.** Practice-level stakeholders in patient safety/quality improvement (including providers and staff from ASIPS participating clinics) were invited to join Learning Groups that guided the development of a framework for each intervention. Participants had particular interest or expertise in the identified topic. Each Learning Group tackled a different patient safety issue identified from the analysis of ASIPS error reporting system data and worked
collaboratively with ASIPS project staff. Project staff supported the work of the Learning Groups by establishing the roles and responsibilities of participants, facilitating a series of meetings, keeping and distributing meeting minutes, providing background material, assisting with between-meeting assignments, and drafting reports of the group’s work and recommendations. In general, Learning Groups served to:

- **Help interpret error data.** Using the information provided by ASIPS project staff, Learning Group members identified and discussed the epidemiology of errors within the specific medical error domain under review.17

- **Provide input into a quality improvement framework.** ASIPS project staff made preliminary efforts to identify the locus of medical errors within process workflows. Using an abbreviated failure mode and effects analysis and the identification of critical control points, Learning Groups applied their collective experience and judgment to determine the “natural validity”16 of these efforts. Learning Groups then identified the specific error types determined to be amenable to change, based upon the frequency of error, degree of harm associated with the error, practice culture, and anticipated ability to effect change within resource limitations and time constraints.

- **Articulate principles for process improvement (PPIs).** For a given medical error domain, Learning Groups articulated specific principles to guide the development of interventions. These principles formed the backbone for redesigned processes by providing a hypothetical framework for change. The framework was then used to guide the development of customized interventions at the practice level.

**Mapping processes**

The second step in the process to design useful, effective interventions was to map processes in practices. Process flow mapping has long been established as a useful method for making the implicit steps of complex activities both visible and clear. This technique has been used extensively for analyzing recurring decisions and processes involving multiple people and complex situations and is recognized as a critical component of quality improvement activities.9, 16

We found this technique to be extremely useful for summarizing our onsite observations of how practice-level processes occur. Process flow maps provided a tool for documenting various formal and informal process steps, coordination and communication activities, and interfaces with external organizations. Observation teams collected data through both passively observing and directly questioning clinicians, nursing staff, and administrative staff, using semistructured interview guides. When developing an intervention, we mapped process flows at multiple practice sites to improve our understanding of basic processes common to all sites. The process maps included steps that were unique to a specific practice that may have been causally linked to medical errors, or steps that represented a “best
practice” that appeared to address identified problems. Learning Groups used the process flow maps in discussions concerning the causal flows of phenomena that result in medical errors; thus, the maps provided insight into specific strategies to mitigate the propagation of error.

Assuring a culture of safety at the individual practice level

Our process of designing interventions encouraged a culture of safety within participating practices. The ASIPS interventions were based upon the analysis of reported medical errors, multiple process flow maps, and the judgment of Learning Group members. However, specific interventions implemented at the practice level were designed around the work processes and needs of each individual practice. This attention to the needs of the individual practice assured that process improvement efforts were “owned” (through the investment of time, ideas, and internal debate) by the multidisciplinary teams that had to live with them, and fostered teamwork, explicit communication, and further development of a culture of patient safety within the practice.

Evaluating/refining intervention

When implementing a practice intervention, ASIPS project staff maintained an onsite presence to (1) facilitate work process changes using a series of quick “huddles” involving both providers and office staff, (2) observe any design problems that needed immediate resolution, (3) observe work flows to determine if the interventions were having the desired effect without unintended consequences, and (4) to assist the practice in “staying the course” until new work flow processes became institutionalized. After the initial implementation ASIPS project staff returned regularly to further observe the changes effected by the interventions and gather data for review and discussion by the Learning Group.

Results

Using the analysis of the ASIPS medical error reports and malpractice data, the Clinical Steering Committee identified two error domains for the initial ASIPS interventions: prescription drug errors and diagnostic testing errors. These decisions were based upon the following data:

- **Prescription drug errors.** These errors represent nearly 60 percent of all medical errors reported to ASIPS in which clinical harm to the patient was also reported (prescription drug errors were the most likely to result in patient harm of all error types reported). Malpractice data corroborated these findings.

- **Diagnostic testing errors (with a focus on lab tests):** More than 50 percent of all medical errors reported to ASIPS involved a diagnostic test (the most frequent of all errors reported). Of all reported diagnostic test errors, more than 70 percent involved the testing of blood or other specimens that were sent to a laboratory. The
malpractice data generally confirmed these patterns and indicated that
diagnostic testing errors resulted in a higher death rate than the
average for all reported events.

Two separate Learning Groups developed a framework for the interventions
within these error domains. Each group convened to describe a complete picture
of errors and error-related events from the event data and their own experiences,
which informed discussions and development of PPIs for each error domain. The
result was the implementation of interventions in a small number of practices
involving the use of information technology to reduce the frequency of errors and
identify errors immediately when they occur. Our experience in developing and
implementing these interventions is outlined below.

Addressing prescription drug errors

The Prescription Drug Learning Group reviewed the process flow maps of the
prescription and refilling process (Figure 1) and the results from the mixed-
methods analysis of prescription drug error reports. When combined with their
own clinical experiences, a resultant framework of high priority errors and error-
related events emerged. From this framework, the Learning Group developed the
following PPIs for prescribing drugs:

- **Write understandable prescriptions.** Prescriptions should be written
  in a manner that is understandable for clinicians, staff, pharmacy
  personnel, and patients. This goes beyond assuring that prescriptions
  are legible, and is based on an assertion that prescribing errors may be
  prevented if all parties understand what the prescription says. For
  example, prescriptions that explicitly state the drug, the dosage, and
  the methods of administration in plain English rather than in Latin
  terms, such as QID, can be read and understood by patients long after
  they’ve forgotten verbal instructions provided during their office visit.

- **Include the “indication” on prescriptions.** The Learning Group
  considered communicating the indication or purpose of the drug
  therapy to be an essential element of an error reduction strategy. By
  including this information on prescriptions, clinicians, staff, patients,
  and pharmacy personnel may all ask and answer the basic question,
  “Why is the patient taking this drug?” The answer may be critical to
  avoiding prescription errors by empowering all involved in the
  prescription process to determine whether the prescription or the
  interpretation of the prescription is correct.

- **Maintain accurate and usable medication lists.** Practice personnel
  should be able to readily access in the medical record the list of active
  and inactive medications (prescription, over-the-counter, herbal) for all
  patients. Learning Group members cited numerous circumstances
  whereby a pharmacist or patient would call the practice to verify/
  clarify a prescription, and the ensuing frustration and opportunity for
error that occurred when needed information in the medical record was missing, incomplete, illegible, or out of date.

- **Use samples with care.** The use of samples provided by manufacturers’ representatives was a topic of great interest and controversy during Learning Group meetings. Several Learning Group members stated that they had discontinued the use of samples within their practices due to the inherent risk of error associated with dispensing drugs without the structure of the formal prescribing and dispensing process. Other Learning Group members had equally strong feelings about the importance of samples in meeting the needs of disadvantaged populations and for initiating therapy for patients to test for drug effectiveness and tolerance. The Learning Group agreed that if a practice used samples, it should be done in strict compliance with the prevailing regulatory requirements (or with guidelines such as those developed by the Institute for Safe Medication Practices19), and that the dispensing process for samples should be maintained as a formal system within the practice.

- **Establish a continuous quality improvement process.** Learning Group members proved to be strong advocates of the continuous quality improvement process and determined that any intervention should be continuously monitored and evaluated over time to ensure ongoing effectiveness and efficiency.

Based upon the range of issues addressed by these PPIs, both the Clinical Steering Committee and the Learning Group determined that the most viable strategy to improve patient safety for prescriptions was to adopt the use of a commercially available, computerized physician order entry (CPOE), electronic prescribing system. Further, it was determined that any vendor would be required to provide features competitive within the industry (e.g., incorporate a complete product and drug-interaction database), as well as have the flexibility to modify the system to directly address the PPIs and any additional requirements specified by participating practices. After a search, the Center for Drug Safety was chosen as the vendor.20

Working with this vendor, several practices have participated in ASIPS-sponsored interventions for electronic prescribing. The interventions included customized features to (1) check prescriptions for possible contraindications—when desired, (2) require that prescriptions include dosage instructions and the purpose in plain English, (3) facilitate the creation and maintenance of accurate medication lists for inclusion in the medical record (in either a paper or electronic medical record), and (4) support electronic transmission of the prescriptions directly to the pharmacy—even in rural communities where the only available pharmacy is in another town. As of this writing, practices continue to use the system and to specify additional CPOE system modifications to assure prescribing accuracy and efficiency.
Figure 1. Prescription drug process flow map


Addressing laboratory test errors

After reviewing the composite process flow map for the ordering of lab tests (Figure 2), the results of the diagnostic test error report analysis, and their own clinical experiences, the Learning Group developed a framework of high priority errors and error-related events. The Learning Group then developed the following PPIs for diagnostic lab test processes:

- **Implement a formal lab tracking system.** The process flow maps revealed that some practices did not have a formal lab tracking system, while others had rather advanced tracking capabilities. In reviewing these processes, the Learning Group asserted that every practice should implement a formal lab tracking system to—
  - Track all tests sent out (to each individual laboratory, if applicable).
  - Track all test results received.
  - Assure sensitivity to time.
  - Assure sensitivity to critical values.
  - Assure that providers review results and act in a timely manner.
  - Assure that patients are informed of results in a timely manner.
  - Report missing results or failure to take action.

- **Minimize the number of steps required to complete a function.** Eliminating unnecessary steps within processes can reduce error and improve efficiency. For example, the process flow maps revealed that some practices were transcribing providers’ lab test orders up to two times before the actual lab requisition form was produced. By requiring providers to use the lab requisition form when ordering lab tests, errors associated with the transcription of data could be avoided and staff time required to process a lab test order could be reduced.

- **Coordinate ordering and tracking using a single database.** Process flow maps indicated that some practices maintained duplicate lab test tracking systems. In some cases, one log was used to track lab tests ordered and another was used to track lab tests returned. However, the two logs were never reconciled to determine if results were missing. By using a single database, tests ordered can be tracked against test results received to determine if results returned as expected.

- **Assure that the lab tracking process is accessible by multiple users.** Process flow mapping illustrated that in numerous practices, lab tracking was done diligently and efficiently, but only by a single “key” individual within the practice. When that individual was away from the practice, tracking of ordered and received test results did not occur and searches for missing lab test information became grossly inefficient. By ensuring that multiple users have access to lab tracking data, and by further ensuring that they have a working knowledge of
Figure 2. Diagnostic lab test process flow map
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the tracking system (either electronic or manual), this “key person dependency” source of error can be addressed.

- **Establish a continuous quality improvement process.** Once again, Learning Group members proved to be strong advocates of the CQI process and determined that any intervention should be continuously monitored and evaluated over time to ensure ongoing effectiveness and efficiency.

  The ASIPS Clinical Steering Committee and the Learning Group believed that the problems of tracking labs would be solved by a practicewide comprehensive health information technology solution, such as an electronic health record with CPOE capability. However, making such a system available to all ASIPS participating practices was not economically feasible. Furthermore, few electronic health records perform all of these lab-tracking functions.\(^{21,22}\) As an alternative, we developed and implemented a stand-alone, Web-based “lab tracker” system to address the laboratory test-specific issues identified in the PPIs. The system tracks all lab tests ordered and results returned using bar code technology. The system captured the identity of the laboratory to which each test was sent and calculated a due date for results to be returned to the practice. The lab tracker also provided automated daily reports to inform practice personnel of overdue tests, as well as the status of “stat” tests and “alarm” values.

**Discussion**

Using an integrated approach to quality improvement, we were able to design and implement interventions that addressed patient safety issues relevant to primary care practice. Learning Groups were able to use the analysis of medical error reports, process maps, and their own experiences to produce PPIs that are potentially “best practices” for primary care in the areas of prescription writing and diagnostic testing—two domains we know pose significant risks to patient safety.

As the project progressed, we identified challenges to successful implementation of interventions; we also identified important factors that facilitated our progress. The major challenges we faced included time requirements, resistance to change, lack of resources within practices, and practice variation (e.g., differing management and communication styles). We addressed these challenges in a number of ways, as summarized in Table 1, and briefly discuss them below.

The interventions were generally valued, supported, and continued by the practices that initially adopted them. Formal and informal leaders within the practice embraced the opportunity to redesign systems to improve patient safety. Notably, however, a very small number of providers within these practices chose not to adopt the changes. This may have been due to a resistance to any change in processes, a concern over the level of effort required to learn a new system, or both. Given that participation in the ASIPS project was voluntary and that no
Table 1. Addressing the challenges to implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>How we addressed the challenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>The time required to participate in the development and implementation of locally relevant interventions by providers and staff was considerable.</td>
<td>The use of automated systems to support the interventions provided the opportunity, once new processes were learned, to create efficiencies for practitioners and staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to change</td>
<td>While most individuals at the practice level were enthusiastic about changes to improve patient safety, a small number of providers and staff were not interested in adhering to the redesigned processes of the intervention. Additionally, because many of the processes we sought to revise were originally dependent on one key person, that person at times felt threatened by the changes and resisted.</td>
<td>Within each practice, a “champion” emerged to assure the successful implementation of the intervention. This champion successfully enlisted buy-in from key people to reduce resistance. The involvement of providers and staff on the Clinical Steering Committee and the Learning Groups, and use of “huddles” at the practice level, served to create a team atmosphere that served to galvanize individuals and to create and maintain momentum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>None of the practices had the resources to independently develop the interventions, nor to procure the required hardware and software required to implement them.</td>
<td>Grant funding enabled ASIPS to provide new computers and bar code scanners, develop tracking databases, and fund the use of an electronic prescription writing vendor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice variation</td>
<td>Process flow maps developed at a number of practices reinforced our awareness of the wide variation in practice process. Other characteristics of practices, from management styles to patient population, also varied widely.</td>
<td>Each intervention was customized to the particular practice in which it was implemented. ASIPS staff maintained contact with practice staff to continually modify the intervention as needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“line authority” existed to ensure full participation by all providers, we encouraged but could not require participation of individuals—a problem that led to unintended consequences. For example, if one provider in a practice did not use the electronic prescribing system, the prescribing history for the patients seen by that provider would not be in the system. If all other providers learned to rely on the system and always expected to find medication history there, they would encounter trouble when they cared for another provider’s patient and could not find the patient’s medication history where expected. Clearly, all providers and staff within a practice must be committed or required to commit to the adoption and maintenance of any intervention for it to fully succeed.

Throughout the process of developing the interventions, a number of patient safety “champions” emerged from the participating practices, and many of these champions ultimately became the leaders for the intervention that was implemented within their practices. These individuals came from the ranks of physicians or nursing staff, as well as from administrative staff. Their individual
efforts were remarkable, as was their dedication to assuring that a culture of patient safety became institutionalized within their practices.

We initially expected to implement, on a rapid cycle basis, numerous interventions using the processes described above. Instead, we implemented two large-scale, technology-driven interventions in a handful of practices. We underestimated both the time and effort required to complete the cycle of analyzing the report data, developing process flow maps, convening Learning Groups, and implementing practice-specific interventions. We believe that to move more quickly we will need to identify interventions built upon the PPIs that are somewhat less ambitious, more focused, but not less important than those currently implemented. These new interventions should be capable of being fully implemented, evaluated, and refined within 4 months or less. For example, we were unable to test the use of a single, office-specific laboratory order form. With many insurance carriers contracting directly with laboratories, it is common for a primary care office to send tests to multiple laboratories. Each laboratory typically requires a unique form with different names and locations for identical tests. Standardizing the forms could potentially prevent transcription errors, which were commonly reported to the ASIPS project. Further work in this area appears to be warranted.

The Learning Groups developed the PPIs, which are essentially testable hypotheses for improvement in ambulatory primary care safety. While we have implemented a series of linked efforts or processes to improve patient safety, we continue to evaluate the outcomes of these changes. Our evaluation of the interventions will be completed by the end of our funding period (September 2005).

In the future, we wish to be able to determine the economic costs and benefits of our interventions, to estimate the return on what has proven to be a substantial investment on the part of all project participants.

Finally, we gained insight into the paucity of resources available within ambulatory primary care practices to develop and implement interventions for improving patient safety. While hospitals have the available workforce and information technology resources to undertake interventions, the primary care practices we worked with are unable to support or undertake these efforts without the resources provided by ASIPS.

Conclusion

The ASIPS project collected information about real medical errors and used this information to create a culture and process of safer care in multiple ambulatory primary care practices. We implemented a process by which practicing clinicians and staff identified and prioritized problem areas; developed relevant, practice-specific interventions to improve patient safety; and implemented the interventions in practices. Future efforts should focus more
narrowly on processes amenable to rapid-cycle testing, and should also examine the economic costs and benefits of such processes in primary care.
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